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Campaign: Seja Legal com a Amazônia (Be Legal with the Amazon) 

The Seja Legal com a Amazônia (Be Legal with the Amazon) campaign is a group initiative from 
representatives of the agribusiness, private companies, and NGOs to fight against land 
grabbing in the region. The criminal practice is one of the main causes of illegal deforestation, 
violence, corruption, and economic decline in the Amazon region. 

The campaign aims to bring attention to the situation, expose it to the population and 
consequently to the decision-makers. It also demands for support to the necessary measures 
that need to happen in order to stop land grabbing. 

Next, the basic information to understand the problem, the solution proposals and how the 
campaign is being developed. 

 

THE AMAZON PUBLIC LANDS HEIST 

 

The structure of one of the main causes of illegal deforestation, violence, and economic decline 
in the Amazon region 

1. The largest part of the Amazon is public land 

 

“Grilagem” is the irregular and criminal privatization of public land. The term was coined in the 
XIX century and refers, to this day, to the method used to forge ownership land documents (that 
were placed inside cabinets filled with crickets so they would deteriorate the structure and 
colour/ of the paper so it would get the appearance of an ancient and legal document). 
Nowadays, criminals employ new strategies to fraud ownership documents. Large areas 
consisted of public land still are revendicated through fraudulent documents. 

The public lands that are most vulnerable to these activities at the Amazon are the 
CONSERVATION UNITS, INDIGENOUS LANDS and UNDESIGNATED PUBLIC FORESTS. 
Beyond that, there are even more unmarked lands that are under threat from these illegal 
activities due to a lack of information and vigilance throughout these areas. 

 



MAP CONTENT:  

 

● Legal Amazon 
● State limits 
● Hydrography 
● Indigenous Land 
● Conservation Unit (except APA) 
● Undesignated or non-information area 
● Settlements 
● Military Area 
● Public Forest 
● Private Property 
● Quilombola Community 

 

Source:  

Military Area – IBAMA 

Settlements 2015 - INCRA 



Certified Properties – SIGEF 

Indigenous Land – FUNAI 

Conservation Units – ISA 

 

The Amazon has 287,6 million hectares of public forest under the Brazilian jurisdiction. From 
this total, 70 million hectares do not belong to the conservation areas and are not even destined 
to sustainable management, which represents 24,3% of the entire Amazon territory. This area is 
larger than all French territories combined, the entire Brazilian south region and even larger 
than the fourth largest state in Brazil (Minas Gerais). The data presented were collected by 
Brazilian researchers Paulo Moutinho and Claudia Azevedo-Ramos and published in the 
scientific magazine “Land Use Policy,” inside the article “No man’s land in the Brazilian Amazon: 
Could undesignated public forests slow Amazon deforestation? April/2018  

In 2019, according to an estimation from the IPAM (Institute for Environmental Research of the 
Amazon), around 44% of the deforestation of the Amazon Rainforest occurred on public forests. 
This percentage includes indigenous lands, conservation areas and undesignated lands. 

Undesignated Public Lands are areas where the state has not defined any specific use nor has 
given to private ownership. The designated public lands are otherwise made of units for 
sustainable use and preservation of the rainforest, indigenous lands, rural settlements, military 
bases, and other types of destination designed by the Brazilian legislature. Designated lands 
exist to guarantee an economically sustainable production, protection of the natural environment 
and use from the local traditional communities. 

Undefined areas, officially named as Undesignated Lands, are locations where the “grileiros” 
(land-grabbers) act with the highest chances of success, hence the supervision is minimal. The 
deforestation of these undesignated lands makes even more improbable that they would go 
under conservation protection and more likely to get legal amnesty and end as private land. 

Nonetheless, on designated lands, the land-grabbers act always under signs that the borders 
will eventually change. Then they start to allocate themselves closer to the outskirts and begin 
to deforest the surroundings. A major example of this practice of land grabbing happened in 
2016 at the Jamanxin National Forest, a conservation unit of more than 1,3 million hectares in 
the state of Pará, that had its territory reduced after heavy pressure of land-grabbers at the 
Brazilian House of Representatives.  

1. THE ILLEGAL DEFORESTERS OF THE AMAZON FUNCTION AS A GANG AND ARE 
PART OF THE ORGANIZED CRIME 

 

Beyond the environmental crimes against the rainforest, the illegal deforesters are also involved 
with assassination and contract killing, forging documents in order to officialise agricultural 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0264837717314527
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0264837717314527


activities, like cattle, and exploring the illegal logging to sell in the national and international 
market. 

Under the propositions from the Public Prosecutor's Office, illegal deforestation and land 
grabbing of Amazon lands are associated with money laundering, document forgery and 
slave-like employment.  

The Rios Voadores (Flying Rivers) operation of the Brazilian Federal Police, for example, 
arrested one of the biggest groups involved with the illegal deforestation of the Amazon in 2016. 
According to the Brazilian Internal Revenue Service - IRS, the group moved more than R$ 1 
billion between 2012 and 2015. The chief of the group, Antônio José Junqueira Filho, is the son 
of a millionaire farmer from São Paulo, created fake companies and used the family business to 
launder money.  

Operation Castanheira (Chestnut Tree) is another example. It got exposed in August 2014 by 
the Federal Police, IBAMA (Brazilian Institute of Natural Renewable Resources and 
Environment), IRS and Federal Public Ministry (MPF) against an organization of illegal 
deforesters and land-grabbers considered to be the major damage inflictor to the Amazon 
Rainforest over last years. 

According to the complaint presented by the MPF, the group was acting along the BR-163 road 
(inside the states of Mato Grosso and Pará) invading public lands, deforesting and burning the 
forest in order to create pastures and then sell the land afterwards. The illegally created farms 
would be sold up to R$ 20 million. As reported by the investigation, at least 15,5 million hectares 
were deforested by the criminal organization, resulting in environmental damage of 
approximately R$ 500 million. 

The land grabbing groups behind the theft of public lands inside the Amazon are also connected 
to disputes that raise the homicide levels of the region. Studies show that cities with higher 
numbers of illegal deforestation are additionally those with higher rates of violence due to the 
disputes over territories. 

It is a customary practice among the invaders to form private militias to provide vigilance and 
security over the stolen areas. They are willing to kill if necessary. 
 
THE STEP BY STEP OF LAND GRABBING 
 

1. Land grabbers choose the target area for the illegal practice: an area normally located 
inside public lands is selected by the criminal gang. Conservation units and indigenous 
lands can also be the target of these groups. 

2. Deforestation and Wildfires: local workers are hired to deforest the chosen land, 
replacing the forest with pasture. Wildfires are common in this phase. The idea is to 
simulate a private property dedicated to cattle farming. The cost to successfully execute 
this phase can reach R$1million for an area of a thousand hectares. 



3. Corruption and Forged Ownership Documents: When the area is already invaded and 
completely ruined, the group fills the CAR (Rural and Environmental Form) and presents 
a request for the ownership of the land, giving the process an aura of legitimacy. 

4. Lobbying to legalize land grabbing: The invaders’ group start lobbying at the 
Congress(state and National) to weaken the laws around public and protected lands. 
Congress and state representatives recurrently approve laws that make it easier for land 
grabbers to conform to the law. In 2017, the federal law Nº 13.465 provided amnesty to 
those who invaded public lands between 2005 and 2011. The law also permitted the 
land-grabbers to acquire public lands with prices below the market average. The pardon 
for these kinds of criminals also occurs at state jurisdiction. In November of 2019, the 
Law of the Lands of the Roraima state (law Nº 1.351/2019) authorized the legalization of 
invasions between the years of 2009 and 2017. Since  then, the only benefited were the 
land-grabbers that had invaded public lands . The scientific article “Stimulus for land 
grabbing and deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon” by Brenda Brito explains how 
legislative pardons stimulate this criminal activity. 

5. Selling the stolen land: The area is negotiated and sold to farmers or investors.MPF 
tapped conversations of the fraudulent real estate agents that shows the land can be 
sold even before the formal ownership document reaches land-grabber hands because 
the potential buyer expects that the area will be legalized by a law that pardons the 
crime. 

 

1. THOSE WHO INVADE PUBLIC LANDS SHOULD NOT BE MISTAKEN WITH THE 
FARMERS 

Farmers are those who work within the boundaries of the law. Those who act as outlaws and 
fund their activities through robbery, violence, and corruption, must not be called farmers nor 
producers: they are criminals  

Illegal deforestation of public lands do  not generate wealth because land grabbers fund 
their practices will illegal money, do not pay taxes and operate outlaw 

The farmers who operate according to the law, pay their taxes to the city, the state and 
even to the federal government, such as the ISS (Brazilian Municipal Service Tax) and the 
ICMS (Tax on Commerce and Services). Their companies pay income taxes, respect labour 
laws and have all employees– registered and. According to the Forest Code, these producers 
can explore 20% of the forest (if it is inside the Amazon biome) and 50% (inside the Cerrado 
biome) inside the Legal Amazon. 

Whilst legal activities develop the local and national economies, the land-grabbers do 
not pay a single cent to public purses and maintain workers under degrading conditions. 

 

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/ab1e24
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/ab1e24


1. THE BANDITS PRESENCE AT THE AMAZON SCARES INVESTMENTS AND 
GENERATES UNFAIR COMPETITION  

The main consequence of the presence of land-grabbers for economic activities is the 
promotion of unfair competition between those who follow the law and those who do not. 
criminals can offer lower prices on the market. Federal Public Prosecutor , Daniel Azeredo, 
estimates that more than R$ 9 billion were lost to the Brazilian economy due to illegal activity in 
the Amazon over each of the last 5 years. His evaluation was made using deforesting data 
recorded by INPE (The National Institute for Space Research) and the market value for the 
devastated areas.  

Those who act on invaded lands undermine the producers working under the law. The cattle 
raised on stolen land to justify the ownership will supply meat buyers, overflowing the market 
with meat produced under irregular conditions. Meanwhile, the cattle farmers trying to follow the 
environmental laws struggle to obtain fair prices for their product due to competition with the 
land-grabbers and their farms that do not pay any kind of tax. As a result of this clandestine 
meat production, the regularized farmer loses relevance and market space. 

This illegal environment created also generates insecurity for investors seeking opportunities in 
the Amazon. 

 

5 – WHY LAND GRABBING OF PUBLIC LANDS STILL HAPPENS AND WHAT WE NEED 
TO DO TO END IT. 

Many factors favour the deforestation activities inside public lands by means of land grabbing. 
Among them are the weakening of public policies regarding the control and command of 
deforestation; the absence of a strategy that integrates the development of the region and the 
maintenance of the rainforest; the existence of federal and state laws that stimulate the stealing 
of public forests 

There are different rules regarding land regularization. Federal legislation, for example, brings 
applicable laws only for the federal territory, which creates an opening to the state legislators to 
develop their way of handling state territory. 

Research conducted by the Imazon (Amazon Institute of People and the Environment) 
estimated that 33% of the Legal Amazon is not destined to pasturing or do not have public 
information available. Inside this 33%, 2/3 are under state jurisdiction, hence the importance of 
state legislation over federal legislation to decide the destiny of a large area of undesignated 
public forests. 

Another factor that contributes to the continuity of land grabbing is the lack of punishment to lan 
grabbers Brazilian MPF data, disclosed in 2019, demonstrate that the top 10 operations fighting 
public land grabbing in Brazil, made between 2014 and 2019, did not result in the imprisonment 
of a single person. 



In 2018, the MPF (Federal Prosecution Service) developed the Amazon Task Force intending to 
integrate and amplify the actions to protect the Amazon rainforest and fight against criminal 
activity. Therefore, prosecutors of different  states inside the Legal Amazon can work together to 
battle all the fronts of organized crime operating  in this region. 

 

We listed below what different  decision makers  and institutions can make to end land grabbing 
in the Amazon. 

Prosecutor General of the Republic: Strengthen the Amazon task force of the Federal 
Prosecution Service, with the allocation of more partially designated prosecutors and expansion 
of the support teams. 

Ministry of Justice: Support the MPF’s task force; create a task force inside the Federal Police; 
initiate a program to fight land grabbing in the Amazon region 

Chief Minister of the Federal Court of Accounts: Demand more action from the Government to 
fight the stealing of public property.  

Minister of the Environment: Reinforce the surveillance and punishment for those who deforest 
and invade public lands at the Amazon. 

Local Governments: Increase the monitoring body responsible for protecting public lands and 
designate the rights of use for around 70million hectares of undesignated lands; broaden the 
efforts to retake invaded landsOrganizations for Sanitary Animal Defence: Provide data 
concerning origin and transport of cattle (GTA, “Animal Transfer Guide”) to environmental 
entities, which will allow the control over cattle origins and avoid illegal activities, including inside 
the Conservation Units. 

Brazilian Congress: Do not approve laws or measures that extend the deadline to regulate 
invasions of public lands, since this only encourages new invasions; do not sell the land with 
discounts to the invader. 

Land Law Organizations: Organize and disclose data concerning the illegal owners of public 
land and sale of the lands, once the lack of information favours only those falsifying documents.  

Register Offices: Abstain from registering fake information about rural real estate, in order to halt 
the obtention of apparently legal documents concerning stolen lands. 

Judiciary: Follow the understanding of the Supreme Court (STJ) that states  that the invaders 
should not receive any kind of indemnification for improvement or investments made on the land 
i; prioritize the trial of lawsuits related to land grabbing. 

 

6 – CAMPAIGN “SEJA LEGAL COM A AMAZÔNIA” (BE LEGAL WITH THE 
AMAZON) 



The urgent necessity to demand effective measures from the Government to cease the 
land grabbing of public lands in the Amazon motivated agribusiness, corporate and civilian 
entities to lauch the campaign Seja Legal com a Amazônia (Be Legal with the Amazon) . 

The campaign stands for: 

1. Support the Amazon Task Force, from the Federal Prosecution Service, ensuring more 
exclusive or partially designated prosecutors, as well as more public servants that 
graduated in law schools and interns. 

2. End the illegal deforestation of public land. 
3. Promote the designation to conservation and sustainable use of undesignated public 

forests; The Amazon has 287,6 million hectares of public forest, with 24% of it being 
undesignated land, an area larger than the state of Minas Gerais. 

4. Establish a Judiciary Task Force, supported by the executive and legislative power and 
Public Prosecutor's Office, with the goal to advocate the resolution of land ownership 
issues regarding public lands. 

5. Maintain the current Conservation Units in the country 
6. Establisha Federal Police Task Force to fight against the theft of public land. 

The campaign will work under two fronts: (i) gathering  and spreading information to the 
general public  about the causes and the consequences of land grabbing, and (ii) 
implementing an advocacy strategy to guarantee that more effective measures will be 
adopted by Government to fight the land-grabbers. 

 

   You can also contribute to end this crime: Enter the website’s campaign 
(www.sejalegalcomaamazonia.com.br) and send an e-mail to the Prosecutor General of the 
Republic and the Minister of Justice asking for a greater strategic involvement of the Federal 
Police in the battle against the theft of public lands and strengthening of the Amazon Task 
Force. 

Act against crime and corruption in the Amazon is a positive agenda to the authorities. 
And they will start to respond if they realize that people support these initiatives.  

Every e-mail counts. 

The campaign Seja Legal com a Amazônia is signed by the following entities:  

ABAG - Associação Brasileira do Agronegócio 

ABIEC - Associação Brasileira das Indústrias Exportadoras de Carnes 

AIPC - Associação das Indústrias Processadoras de Cacau 

CEBDS - Conselho Empresarial Brasileiro para o Desenvolvimento Sustentável 

Coalizão Brasil Clima, Florestas e Agricultura 

GTPS - Grupo de Trabalho da Pecuária Sustentável 

http://www.sejalegalcomaamazonia.com.br/


IBÁ - Indústria Brasileira de Árvores 

Imazon - Instituto do Homem e Meio Ambiente da Amazônia 

Instituto Ethos de Empresas e Responsabilidade Social 

IPAM - Instituto de Pesquisa da Amazônia  

The campaign is open to new admissions from representatives of the agribusiness, 
corporations, and civil society. Send an e-mail to assistente@coalizaobrasil.org 

 


